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Abstract 

Nacre-like alumina is a class of bio-inspired ceramic composite manufactured by field-assisted sintering of green 

bodies made primarily of alumina platelets with an anisotropic microstructure. Here we investigate the addition 

of zirconia particles to enhance the mechanical properties of the composite. The resulting structure is a nacre-

like anisotropic structure which features deflection and reinforcement during crack propagation. Monoclinic 

zirconia has no impact on the mechanical properties of the composite while tetragonal zirconia improves its 

fracture resistance properties. Both types of zirconia seem to slow down grain growth during sintering. The 

addition of zirconia stabilised in the tetragonal phase is thus a good option to obtain a composite with a fine 

microstructure and higher mechanical properties than a standard nacre-like alumina, with a flexural strength of 

626 ± 39 MPa and a crack initiation toughness of 6.1 ± 0.6 MPa.m0.5. 

1. Introduction 

Ceramics are usually brittle materials, i.e. with very little deformation before fracture. Although ceramics are 

often used for their chemical inertia, high rigidity, and functional properties at high temperature, their use is 

largely limited due to their brittle behaviour, especially for structural applications [1]. Alumina is one of the most 

commonly used technical ceramic in industrial applications. It can be reinforced with zirconia resulting in 

composites commonly called Zirconia-Toughened Alumina (ZTA) which are characterized by higher mechanical 

properties than conventional alumina [2][3]. The use of a stabilizer, such as yttria, retains zirconia in the 

tetragonal phase after sintering at room temperature. Another way to stabilize zirconia is to use a narrow size 

distribution of zirconia particles dispersed in an alumina matrix [4], for example through a colloidal processing 

route [5]. When a crack propagates in the material, the stress field at the crack tip causes a tetragonal to 

monoclinic phase transformation of the zirconia particles. The volume increase resulting from this phase 

transformation generates a compressive field around the crack tip, locally slowing down the crack propagation 

and macroscopically increasing the toughness of the material [6]. 

The replication of some of the microstructural features encountered in natural composite is another approach 

to improve the resistance to crack propagation of ceramics [7]. Nacre is a natural material encountered in many 

seashells’ species. It is mainly composed of brittle elements (95vol.% aragonite and 5vol.% organic material) but 

is characterized by a non-catastrophic failure once the fracture has been initiated. It shows a singular brick-and-

mortar hierarchical microstructure, with aragonite platelets (of around 10 µm in diameter and 500 nm in 

thickness) and a polymeric secondary phase between the platelets. This highly anisotropic microstructure leads 

to crack deflection and energy dissipation during the fracture and leads to macroscopic fracture properties much 

higher than the properties of its constituents [8]. Many strategies have been reported to obtain materials with 

brick and mortar microstructures, using different types of bricks (Al2O3, glass, SiC…), different compositions of 

the mortar (polymer, metal, glass…), as well as a variety of processing routes (tape casting, layer by layer 

deposition, ice templating, magnetically assisted slip casting, sedimentation) [9].  
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Because it uses only mineral components, one of these compositions made of alumina platelets as bricks and a 

refractory phase as mortar [10], is particularly attractive. Materials obtained using this approach are referred to 

as nacre-like alumina. In addition to an increase of the resistance to crack propagation, nacre-like alumina 

materials exhibit, similarly to usual ceramics, high rigidity, high hardness and a good resistance to corrosion and 

temperature. These composites are obtained by densifying a green body composed of aligned platelets and 

mortar phase precursors. Several approaches have been proposed to achieve this alignment, including ice-

templating or magnetic field assisted slip casting. A simpler approach was recently presented, is based on field-

assisted sintering (FAST) and is able to align and densify the material in a single process [11][12]. FAST makes it 

possible to obtain nacre-like microstructures with a good alignment of the platelets [12] and thus mechanical 

properties similar to that reported previously. 

Most of the work on nacre-like alumina so far has focused on its processing and characterization, and relatively 

little on improving its properties. Yet, numerical modelling has shown that the mechanical properties could be 

further improved by increasing the strength of its constituents [13], and particularly the strength of the 

secondary phase, which is the weakest point of the structure [14]. Moreover, some authors have succeeded 

using a secondary phase composed of aluminium borate instead of the silica-based phase used previously, 

improving the strength and the toughness of the nacre-like alumina, while maintaining the refractory properties 

of the material [15]. 

Here we investigate the possibility of adding zirconia to nacre-like alumina in order to improve its mechanical 

properties, work which follows a feasibility study carried out in a PhD thesis [16]. Zirconia micro-platelets are not 

commercially available, we thus focus here on using zirconia particles to reinforce a nacre-like alumina made of 

alumina platelets. The challenge is to disperse homogeneously the zirconia particles at the interface of alumina 

platelets, while preserving the anisotropic and oriented structure of the nacre-like alumina. We investigate 

several strategies for the addition of zirconia, using either zirconia precursors or zirconia particles. 

2. Materials and method 

2.1. Compositions 

Seven types of nacre-like composites were prepared (TABLE 1): six samples were prepared with a sintering cycle 

with a maximum uniaxial pressure of 40 MPa, one sample (labelled HP for High Pressure) was sintered at a 

maximum uniaxial pressure of 80 MPa. Six different compositions were tested, whose slurries are schematically 

represented in FIGURE 1. 
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Figure 1 : Schematic illustration of the different slurries prepared in water for the preparation of the different samples 
tested in this study. © (2021) R. Henry et al. (10.6084/m9.figshare.14994159) CC BY 4.0 license 
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/. 

‐ AP (Alumina Platelets): only alumina platelets were sintered without secondary phase. 

‐ AP-Zm (Alumina Platelets – monoclinic Zirconia): un-stabilized zirconia was added to the platelets by a 

colloidal process route before being sintered without secondary phase. 

‐ AP-Zt (Alumina Platelets – tetragonal Zirconia): zirconia stabilized in tetragonal-phase was added to the 

alumina platelets by powder mixing and sintered without secondary phase. 

‐ APng (Alumina Platelets, nanoparticles and glass): alumina platelets were sintered with alumina 

nanoparticles and a secondary phase composed of SiO2-CaO glass.  

‐ APng-Zm (Alumina Platelets, nanoparticles and glass – monoclinic Zirconia): un-stabilized zirconia was 

added to the platelets by a colloidal process route before being sintered with alumina nanoparticles and 

a secondary phase of SiO2-CaO glass. 

‐ APng-Zt (Alumina Platelets, nanoparticles and glass – tetragonal Zirconia): zirconia stabilized in 

tetragonal-phase was added to the alumina platelets by powder mixing and sintered with alumina 

nanoparticles and a secondary phase of SiO2-CaO glass. 

Table 1 : Composition, sintering conditions and relative density after FAST of the composite samples. 

Sample Platelets Nanoparticles Secondary phase Particles 
Sintering 

pressure (MPa) 
Relative 

density (%) 

AP Al2O3 - - - 40 95% 

AP-Zm Al2O3 - - ZrO2 40 92% 

AP-Zt Al2O3 - - 3Y-ZrO2 40 92% 

AP-Zt-HP Al2O3 - - 3Y-ZrO2 80 97% 

APng Al2O3 Al2O3 SiO2-CaO - 40 97% 

APng-Zm Al2O3 Al2O3 SiO2-CaO ZrO2 40 96% 

APng-Zt Al2O3 Al2O3 SiO2-CaO 3Y-ZrO2 40 97% 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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2.2. Powder preparation 

All powders were prepared from micrometer-sized alumina platelets (Ronaflair White Sapphire, Merck). When 

the composition contains alumina nanoparticles and glass (APng samples), the composite contains 95 vol.% 

platelets, 3.5 vol.% alumina nanoparticles and 1.5 vol.% glass ((SiO2:CaO) molar composition of (75:25) as in [12]). 

When the composition contains zirconia particles (Zm and Zt samples), the zirconia content represents 15 wt.%, 

(i.e. 10 vol.%) of the platelets. 

The powders of the APng compositions containing alumina nanoparticles and glass precursors (SiO2, CaO), were 

prepared to adsorb these nanoparticles on the platelet surface. Alumina nanoparticles Al2O3 (TMDAR, TaiMei), 

calcium carbonate CaCO3 (Sigma Aldrich) and the colloidal silica SiO2 (Nexsil20K30, Nyacol) were first dispersed 

in deionized water in the presence of a dispersant (Darvan 7NS, Vanderbilt Minerals LLC) and stirred for 15 

minutes. The slurry was then mixed with alumina milling media for 20 hours. Platelets were added for the last 

three hours only to avoid any excessive breaking. After removing the alumina milling media, the suspension was 

soaked in liquid nitrogen until completely frozen and then freeze-dried for about 48 hours to remove all water. 

After this step, a solid cake is obtained, which is de-agglomerated manually with mortar and filtered with a coarse 

sieve. The powder obtained is finally heat treated for 1 hour at 900°C to remove all traces of organic compounds 

and to start the decomposition of calcium carbonate CaCO3 to calcium oxide CaO. 

The powder of the Zm compositions were prepared by depositing a layer of unstabilized zirconia on the surface 

of the alumina platelets by the alkoxide process route [5]. The alumina platelets were first dispersed in absolute 

ethanol. A zirconia precursor solution (Zirconium(IV) propoxide, 70% in 1-propanol, Sigma-Arldrich) is diluted in 

absolute ethanol (66.7 vol% solution, 33.3% absolute ethanol). The resulting solution was added dropwise to the 

solution under stirring and containing the platelets. Once all the propoxide has been added, the solution (still 

under stirring) is heated to 70°C in order to evaporate the ethanol for about 8 hours and finally in the oven at 

100°C for one night to remove all traces of ethanol. A paste was obtained, which was de-agglomerated and 

filtered with mortar and filtered with a coarse sieve. Finally, the powder was heat-treated at 850°C for 2 hours. 

The platelets of the Zt compositions were obtained from an adsorption of zirconia nanopowders partially 

stabilized in the tetragonal phase by 3 molar % yttrium (TZ-3Y-E, TOSOH) on the alumina platelets. In the case of 

the APng-Zt composition, the zirconia powder was added to the solution containing the alumina nano-particles 

and the precursors of the glass phase. For the AP-Zt powder, the zirconia powder was placed in water with a 

dispersant (Darvan 7NS, Vanderbilt Minerals LLC) under stirring for 15 min. The alumina platelets were then 

added to the solution and mixed for three hours with alumina media. Afterwards, the process is the same as for 

APng, i.e. freezing in liquid nitrogen followed by freeze-drying, heat treatment and de-agglomeration of the 

powder. 

2.3. Densification process 

In this work, the preferential orientation of the platelets does not come from a pre-alignment step (using ice 

templating or magnetically assisted slip casting), but is done in a single step in parallel with the sintering of the 

powder [12]. In order to maintain a fine microstructure, we used field assisted sintering (FAST) (HPD25, FCT 

SystemeGmbH, Germany), which allows us to combine rapid heating with uniaxial pressure of the platelets. This 

uniaxial pressure applied to the powder aligns the platelets: the longest dimension of the platelets (in their basal 

plane) is thus aligned perpendicularly to the compression axis of the powder. 

Each powder was placed in a graphite die (30 mm inner diameter) lined with a graphite foil (0.35mm thick) and 

sintered under vacuum. The sintering cycle, optimized in previous work [10], was applied to all the compositions. 

This cycle consists in heating up to 1450°C at a speed of 100°C/min and under a pressure of 20 MPa, then applying 

a dwell time of 15 min at 1450°C and under a pressure of 40 MPa or 80 MPa (hereafter referred as HP sample). 

Finally, the sample was cooled at 100°C/min down to room temperature. The pellets obtained have a diameter 

of 30 mm and a thickness of about 4–5 mm. 
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2.4. Material characterization 

The final density of every sample was evaluated using an Archimedes’ method and is presented as the relative 

density compared to the theoretical density of the material (TABLE 1) with the density of alumina taken as 

3.97 g.cm-3 and zirconia as 5.68 g.cm-3. 

Every sintered disk was cut with a micro-slicer in order to obtain samples with millimetre dimensions and with 

its length along the preferential direction of the platelets. The surfaces were then polished with diamond paste 

from 9 µm down to 1 µm followed by a vibratory polishing step with colloidal silica suspension of 0.03 µm. Then, 

mirror-polished surfaces were imaged by Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) (SUPRA 55, Zeiss) with a low 

acceleration voltage of 1 kV. 

X-ray Diffraction (XRD) analysis were performed using a D8 advance Diffractometer (Bruker) with a scan speed 

of 1° min-1 and a step size of 0.01° on unpolished disk surfaces for 2θ angles between 27° and 33° in order to 

detect the presence of the different phase of zirconia [17] (m : monoclinic and t : tetragonal).  

2.5. Mechanical testing 

The mechanical tests were all carried out in bending using rectangular non-chamfered beams of dimensions W 

(thickness), B (width) and L (length) cut from the sintered pellets. All tests were performed with an 

electromechanical testing machine (Instron 8562, High Wycombe UK) in four-points bending with a support span 

of 12 mm and a loading span of 3 mm. The specimens were loaded in the direction perpendicular to the 

orientation of the platelets with a constant displacement rate. The deflection of the beam was measured using 

a linear variable differential transform (LVDT) sensor. For each sample and type of test, different tests were 

performed (between 2 and 8), and their number is given together with the results FIGURE 4. 

The fracture strength σR of the materials was measured on beams having all the same dimensions of W= 2 mm, 

B = 2 mm and L = 15 mm (2x2x15mm3 geometry) in order to be able to compare the strength between them 

without any fracture probabilistic effect. The surfaces in contact with the spans have been mirror-polished. The 

samples were monotonically loaded at a constant displacement rate of 50 µm/min, and the strength was 

calculated by linear-elastic relationships by taking the maximum load measured during the test. 

The crack propagation resistance of the materials was measured on notched specimens with a thickness W 

ranging from 3.5 mm to 5 mm depending on the height of the sintered disc. The ratio of the notch depth on the 

specimen height a/W was set to 0.4. The notches were made in two steps, first a pre-notch was prepared with a 

diamond saw with a thickness of 300 µm. Then, this notch was refined with a razor blade and a diamond paste 

containing 1 µm particles in order to have a notch tip radius with a curvature of about 20 µm. The loading was 

done at a constant displacement rate of 10 µm/min. The stress intensity factor KJ was determined during stable 

crack using the J-integral method exposed in ASTM-E1820 standard [18]. Crack length ∆a were indirectly 

determined by the method of mechanical compliance, described for example in [12], which allows the calculation 

of an equivalent crack length by projecting the actual crack length on the axis of the notch. This method, although 

approximate in our case because there is significant crack deviation, allows the calculation of the initiation 

toughness KJ
0, a parameter which is not affected by sample size effect [12]. This allows to compare these results 

with other publications that have used this method [10][15].  

3. Results 

3.1. X-ray diffraction 

X-ray diffraction shows that the nature of the zirconia phase depends on the composite processing (FIGURE 2). 

The AP and APng zirconia-free samples do not show any peak on the XRD spectra for 2θ between 27° and 33°. For 

the Zm compositions, there are two significant peaks for 2θ = 28.3° and 2θ = 31.5°, which correspond respectively 

to the (1̅11) and (111) peaks of monoclinic zirconia [17]. A secondary peak can also be noted for APng-Zm 

composition for 2θ = 31.5° which corresponds to the (101) peak of tetragonal zirconia [17]. The Zt samples shows 

a main peak for 2θ = 31.5°, i.e. characteristic of the tetragonal zirconia. The AP-Zt sample shows secondary peaks 

corresponding to monoclinic zirconia while the AP-Zt-HP and the APng-Zt sample do not show any secondary peak 

or very small secondary peaks. 
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Figure 2 : XRD spectra of the samples. © (2021) R. Henry et al. (10.6084/m9.figshare.14994159) CC BY 4.0 license 
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/. 

3.2. Mechanical characterization 

The force-displacement curves of all notched bending tests show a similar trend (FIGURE 3). First, there is a linear 

phase where the material deforms elastically. It is followed by a non-linear behaviour, where the load continues 

to increase with the displacement, but with a more irregular curve, sometimes with sudden small drops in load; 

this is due to the stable propagation of a crack in the specimen. Then the specimens break completely. APng 

compositions, with glass phase and alumina nanoparticles, seem to show a longer nonlinear phase. The curves 

in FIGURE 3 have been normalized in load and displacement from the point where the curve leaves the elastic 

regime. Finally, these curves show that each sample presents reinforcement during crack propagation, a typical 

behaviour of nacre-like aluminas. 

 

Figure 3 : Load-displacement curves normalized by the load and deflection at the point where the crack propagation begins 
(corresponding to the apparition of non-linearity). © (2021) R. Henry et al. (10.6084/m9.figshare.14994159) CC BY 4.0 
license https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/. 

Fracture properties, strength and toughness at initiation, vary greatly with the composition but also with the 

sintering cycle (FIGURE 4). For samples prepared with a standard sintering cycle (maximum pressure of 40 MPa), 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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the properties are better for APng compositions containing glass phase and alumina nanoparticules than for AP 

compositions. The zirconia-free sample AP and the sample with monoclinic zirconia AP-Zm have similar 

properties, i.e. an initation toughness of 3.7 ± 0.3 MPa.m0.5 and 3.2 ± 0.3 MPa.m0.5, respectively, and a low 

strength of 144 ± 14 MPa and 85 ± 4 MPa, respectively. The AP-Zt specimen, although without glass phase and 

with the same sintering cycle, show higher properties with a KJ
0 of 5.5 ± 0.8 MPa.m0.5 and a strength of 230 ± 

62 MPa. The AP-Zt-HP specimen, with the same composition as AP-Zt but sintered at a higher maximum pressure 

of 80 MPa, has higher properties, with a KJ
0 of 6.6 ± 1.0 MPa.m0.5 and a strength of 367 ± 55 MPa. For 

compositions with glass phase and alumina nano-particles, the zirconia-free sample APng and the sample with 

monoclinic zirconia APng-Zm have also similar properties; a KJ
0 of 6.4 ± 0.2 MPa.m0.5 and 6.1 ± 0.6 MPa.m0.5, 

respectively, and a strength of 422 ± 48 MPa and 415 ± 29 MPa, respectively. When tetragonal zirconia is present 

(APng-Zt), the initation toughness is slightly lower, about 5.5 ± 0.8 MPa.m0.5, but the strength is 626 ± 39 MPa, i.e. 

about 50% higher. 

  

Figure 4 : Fracture toughness at crack initiation and flexural strength of every tested specimen; the number of tested 
samples is given in each bar. © (2021) R. Henry et al. (10.6084/m9.figshare.14994159) CC BY 4.0 license 
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/. 

These differences in mechanical properties could be explained by different factors, in particular the differences 

in density between the samples, but also their microstructure. First of all, the sample relative densities of AP, AP-

Zm and AP-Zt, around 93%, are clearly below the relative densities of APng, APng-Zm and APng-Zt, around 99% 

(TABLE 1). For APng compositions, the alumina nanoparticles and the glass phase help the densification of the 

material. Moreover, when a higher pressure is applied during sintering of the sample without nanoparticles and 

glass phase, it shows the same relative density of composition with glass phase (99% for AP-Zt-HP), the increase 

in pressure improving the densification as compared to AP-Zt (TABLE 1). 

3.3. Sintering curves 

The sintering curves for the standard cycle (FIGURE 5), i.e. a dwell time at 1450°C for 15 min with a pressure of 

40 MPa, show relatively little difference between samples without glass phase. In presence of a glass phase, the 

densification rate peak seems more pronounced around 1300°C (i.e. for a time of 500 s in FIGURE 5), and when 

both zirconia and a glass phase are present (APng-Zm and APng-Zt), densification starts slightly earlier than for 

other samples. 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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Figure 5 : Densification curves for the standard sintering cycle, left column, composition without glass phase and alumina 
nanoparticles, right column compositions with glass phase and alumina nanoparticles. Top line: composition without 
zirconia, middle line: compositions with monoclinic zirconia, bottom line: composition with tetragonal zirconia. © (2021) 
R. Henry et al. (10.6084/m9.figshare.14994159) CC BY 4.0 license https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/. 

3.4. Micrographs 

The final platelet size appears to be little affected by the FAST process with the standard sintering cycle 

(FIGURE 6). The microstructure remains fine for all samples; only the AP sample appears to have larger platelets 

than the other samples. For samples with zirconia addition, zirconia appears as particles clustered at the grain 

boundaries between the alumina platelets, especially at the triple grain boundaries. The distribution is rather 

homogeneous in the material with particles ranging from a few hundred nanometers to a few microns in 

diameter. Interestingly, all the samples retain their anisotropic texture with the addition of zirconia, with zirconia 

particles showing an elongated shape, with the shortest dimension along the compression axis of the FAST. 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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Figure 6 : SEM micrograph of the different samples prepared with a standard FAST cycle. The arrows show the axis of the 
compression applied during sintering. ZrO2 appears in light grey. © (2021) R. Henry et al. (10.6084/m9.figshare.14994159) 
CC BY 4.0 license https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/. 

3.5. Characterization of crack deflection 

The force-displacement curves (FIGURE 3) show the presence of reinforcement during a stable crack propagation. 

The cracks observed after testing on notched specimens (FIGURE 7) show a strong deviation from the axis of the 

notch. There is no obvious relationship between the overall path of the cracks and the initiation toughness 

(FIGURE 4). Indeed, as an example, the AP sample has a lower KJ
0 than the other compositions and however shows 

a crack deviation similar to the other samples. 

 

Figure 7 : Optical micrographs of cracks after SENB tests for samples prepared with a standard FAST cycle. The initial notch 
is visible in the middle of the sample, top face. © (2021) R. Henry et al. (10.6084/m9.figshare.14994159) CC BY 4.0 license 
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/. 

The structure of the grain boundaries varies between the different samples depending on the presence or on the 

absence of zirconia particles, glass phase, and alumina nanoparticles. As cracks propagate along the interfaces, 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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one would expect a difference in crack propagation behaviour between the samples. Since the shape of the 

cracks does not vary much and since the KJ
0 is only representative of the beginning of propagation, the study of 

the R-curves, i.e. the evolution of toughness with the crack depth (FIGURE 8), is of interest. A size effect in crack 

resistance curves has been clearly noted [12]. In this paper, R-curves are mainly used for comparison purposes, 

on similar samples tested in the same loading conditions. Thus, this work does not intend to discuss the shape of 

R-curves or the toughness values after crack propagation (discussions on this aspect can be found in the literature 

[10][12]). R-curves are plotted only at the beginning of crack propagation (0.3 mm, one quarter of the ligament 

length) in order to compare the different compositions.  

All R-curves are linear with ∆a in the range studied, but their slopes vary between the compositions. AP and AP-

Zm have a slope ranging from 12.103 to 15.103 MPa.m-0.5, AP-Zt, APng-Zm and APng-Zt around 20.103 MPa.m-0.5 

and finally APng around 30.103 MPa.m-0.5. 

 

Figure 8 : R-curves for samples prepared with a standard FAST cycle, for ∆a up to 0.3 mm, corresponding to the ASTM limit 
(da = 0.25(W-a0)). © (2021) R. Henry et al. (10.6084/m9.figshare.14994159) CC BY 4.0 license 
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/. 

3.6. High pressure sintered sample 

In the case of the AP-Zt-HP sample, without glass phase but sintered with a maximum pressure of 80 MPa, the 

sintering behaviour is similar to APng, a sample sintered at 40 MPa with glass phase (FIGURE 9). The densification 

curve shows a pronounced bump, showing better densification than the other samples without glass phase, 

illustrated by a higher relative density after sintering (99%) (TABLE 1). The microstructure is also very similar, with 

a homogeneous distribution of zirconia particles, a good platelet orientation and no apparent grain growth. Crack 

deviation is clearly noted and R-curves have an average slope around 20.103 MPa.m-0.5, just like the other samples 

with tetragonal zirconia particles. 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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Figure 9 : Densification curve, microstructure, crack deviation and R-curves of the AP-Zt-HP sample, sintered with a 
maximum pressure of 80 MPa. © (2021) R. Henry et al. (10.6084/m9.figshare.14994159) CC BY 4.0 license 
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/. 

4. Discussion 

4.1. Influence of glass phase and alumina nanoparticles on microstructure 

and properties of nacre-like composites 

Densification begins earlier and is more pronounced in the presence of glass phase and alumina nanoparticles in 

the composition (FIGURE 5 and TABLE 1). Indeed, samples without glass phase and alumina nanoparticles (AP 

samples) shows a lower relative density (between 92% and 95%) as compared to APng samples (between 96% 

and 97%). In contrast, for the AP-Zt-HP sample, sintered at a pressure of 80 MPa, the density is close to that of 

samples with glass phase and nanoparticles. This seems to show that the glass phase and the alumina 

nanoparticles act as an aid to densification. 

All samples show a typical anisotropic nacre-like microstructure (FIGURE 7). The relatively direct shaping process 

used allows the desired microstructure to be obtained by simple FAST, with the orientation of the platelets being 

initiated during powder pressing [12]. The use of glass phase and alumina nanoparticles plays a role in slowing 

down the grain growth during sintering, which helps to maintain the dimensions of the alumina platelets and 

thus to have a fine microstructure in the composite [10]. However, in the context of this work, it is clear that a 

fine and dense microstructure, i.e. a low grain growth of the platelets, can be obtained using neither a glassy 

phase nor nanoparticles, as already shown by Evers et al. [11].  

The morphology of the cracks during bending of a notched bar does not seem to be particularly affected by the 

presence of nanoparticles or glass phase in the composition (FIGURE 7). The crack always follows the interfaces 

between the alumina platelets. The presence of the glass phase and nanoparticles however increases the 

reinforcement noted on the force-displacement curves (FIGURE 3) and improves the mechanical properties 

(FIGURE 4 and FIGURE 8). This is probably first explained by the reduction of porosity during sintering. This 

hypothesis is further supported by the better properties of AP-Zt-HP compared to AP-Zt; the higher maximum 

pressure during the sintering increases the final relative density and the fracture properties of the material, as 

shown in FIGURE 10. It should be noted, however, that between APng-Zt and AP-Zt-HP, the strength is higher for 

APng-Zt despite similar porosity. The glass phase and the nanoparticles therefore tend to improve the fracture 

properties of the material, certainly by reducing the porosity, but not only. They could also improve the sintering 

quality possibly resulting in a better adhesion between alumina platelets. 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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Figure 10 : Fracture properties of samples as a function of their porosity. © (2021) R. Henry et al. 
(10.6084/m9.figshare.14994159) CC BY 4.0 license https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/. 

4.2. Influence of zirconia on microstructure and properties of nacre-like 

composites 

The presence of zirconia, whether introduced chemically as a precursor (Zm) or by powder adsorption (Zt), has 

only a moderate influence on the final density or on the densification curve of the samples (TABLE 1 and FIGURE 5). 

On the other hand, the presence of 10 vol% of zirconia seems to slow grain growth. The alumina platelets of the 

AP sample appear coarser than the platelets of the AP-Zm and AP-Zt samples (FIGURE 6), which were sintered 

under the same conditions, i.e. up to 1450°C, up to 40 MPa and without glass phase (FIGURE 9). In addition, the 

AP-Zt- HP sample was sintered at 1450°C and 80 MPa and does not show a coarser microstructure, yet for similar 

sintering conditions and without zirconia, coarser grains have already been observed [11]. 

In the context of this work, chemically introduced zirconia (APng-Zm) tends to remain in the monoclinic phase 

(FIGURE 2), while in the literature, for isotropic zirconia toughened alumina prepared from spherical alumina 

powders, chemically introduced zirconia can remain in the tetragonal phase at room temperature after sintering, 

even without stabilizer, in particular because the zirconia particles can be kept below the critical size for 

stabilization [5]. Using XRD (FIGURE 2), the AP-Zm sample shows no peak related to the tetragonal phase, while 

the APng-Zm sample shows only a small tetragonal peak. On the other hand, the Zt samples clearly show much 

more developed tetragonal peaks: AP-Zt shows a tetragonal peak that is much larger than the monoclinic peak 

and the APng-Zt and AP-Zt-HP samples show only tetragonal peaks and no monoclinic peaks. It appears that a 

stabilizer, here Y2O3, is required to keep the zirconia in the tetragonal phase at room temperature. It also shows 

that the presence of glass phase and alumina nanoparticles results in less monoclinic phase than the homologous 

sample without these additives. The same trend is observed for the sample sintered at 80 MPa instead of 40 MPa. 

It therefore appears that when sintering is more advanced it can help to stabilize the zirconia in the tetragonal 

phase. This difference with literature [5] may possibly be related to the size and shape of the alumina grains, 

which are relatively large but also elongated (platelets) in the present work. This geometry of alumina platelets 

leads proportionally to less interface between grains on which zirconia can disperse after sintering, which 

logically leads to larger zirconia clusters at the triple grain boundaries. 

In this work, it is shown that the addition of zirconia does not hinder the establishment of a nacre-like 

microstructure (FIGURE 6) using only FAST for platelets orientation, even when there is no glass phase or 

nanoparticles. After introduction of zirconia either by chemical route (Zm) or by powder adsorption onto the 

platelets (Zt), zirconia is homogeneously localized between the alumina grains. Zirconia in the monoclinic phase 

does not improve the mechanical properties, with Zm samples having properties close and slightly below those 

of samples without zirconia (AP) (FIGURE 4). This could be explained by a slight decrease in the density of samples 

with Zm zirconia compared to AP samples (FIGURE 10). On the other hand, zirconia in tetragonal form seems to 

be beneficial for the fracture properties of the material. Indeed, the strength of APng-Zt is 50% higher than that 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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of APng, while the strength and toughness of AP-Zt and especially AP-Zt-HP are clearly above that of AP. It is also 

noted that the mechanical properties follow a trend with the porosity fraction (they decrease with the porosity 

fraction up to 10% (FIGURE 10)). 

In literature, alumina-zirconia composites have been extensively studied, and it is recognized that the addition 

of zirconia can be beneficial in terms of mechanical properties. Depending on the phase in which the zirconia is, 

the particle size or the presence or absence of stabilizer for the tetragonal phase, different strengthening 

mechanisms can be involved, such as stress-induced phase transformation [19], interaction of cracks with 

microcracks in the zirconia [2] or residual stresses induced by differential thermal expansion between zirconia 

and alumina [20]. In this work, we note a strengthening with zirconia, but only when it is in the tetragonal phase. 

For the Zt samples, the increase in property is visible only for the strength, the toughness (at initiation or in R-

curves) not seeming to be affected. The strengthening by phase transformation being supposed to act on the R-

curve of the sample, we can assume here that this effect is minor and probably erased by the strengthening 

induced by the crack deflection. Finally, the introduction of residual stresses induced by the difference of thermal 

expansion between zirconia and alumina (respectively 7.2x10-6 K-1 and 7.2x10-6 K-1 [16]) may play an important 

role in the observed increase in strength of samples [5]. 

4.3. Crack propagation and damage resistance 

In this work, we have shown that all samples show crack deviation in SENB tests, whether they have a glass phase 
or not (FIGURE 3). Crack propagation is therefore controlled by the interfaces between the alumina platelets, 
whether the interface contains or not a glass phase (FIGURE 7). When studying the R-curves of the different 
samples (FIGURE 8), at first glance the slope of the curves, i.e. the evolution of their toughness with the depth of 
the crack, differs according to the sample. This is potentially an effect of the difference in composition and 
therefore of the presence of glass or zirconia at the interfaces between the platelets. 

However, these slope coefficients actually appear to follow the trend of the toughness at crack initiation KJ
0 

(approximately 4 times KJ
0, using the units of FIGURE 8). Intuitively one expects the slope of the curve KJ

0= f(Δa) 

to be related to the crack propagation resistance property of the specimen. In our case, it is the interface strength 

that drives fracture initiation and potentially also the crack propagation, hence the proportionality between 

these two parameters. It would be beneficial to study this observation in more detail, in particular to determine 

what is part attributable to the different reinforcement mechanisms potentially present (zirconia phase change, 

friction and sliding of the platelets...).  

To quantify the quality of the interface between platelets for different composition, it would be necessary to be 

able to carry out crack tests only in opening mode I, either by making large samples (to open the interfaces in 

bending or using wedge testing) or by carrying out micromechanical tests [14]. Indeed, the capability of nacre-

like alumina to deflect the cracks initiated from a notch is beneficial to its crack propagation resistance, it does 

not prevent brittle fracture on specimens without notches, these samples showing a linear elastic behaviour up 

to failure.  

4.4. Comparison with previous nacre-like alumina studies 

All the fracture properties of the specimens, i.e. initiation toughness and strength, are plotted in a graph that 

brings together the different nacre-like alumina composites found in the literature [9] (FIGURE 11). 

First of all, we note that the APng sample, of similar composition to that of [12] and [10], has slightly higher 

strength because the tested volume of the samples in this study is smaller and is therefore probably due to a 

statistical effect. It can be noted that the samples without glass phase and alumina nanoparticles, although easier 

to process, have rather weak properties.  

It is interesting to note that the samples with tetragonal zirconia AP-Zt and AP-Zt-HP are attractive in terms of 

properties, even without the presence of glass phase or alumina nanoparticles. AP-Zt has much weaker 

properties than the standard APng composition, probably because of its high porosity. The application of a higher 

sintering stress (AP-Zt-HP) reduces the porosity and finally leads to properties quite close to APng. This 

composition has the advantage of simpler shaping, because without addition of nanoparticles and glass phase, 
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and is potentially more resistant to creep because without glass at the grain boundaries, creep being a critical 

issue for high temperature applications. 

Finally, the combination of glass phase and alumina nanoparticles with zirconia particles in tetragonal phase 

allows to obtain high properties for nacre-like materials. It leads to the highest properties, similar to those of the 

two best compositions referenced in the literature, namely a nacre-like alumina using a glassy phase and alumina 

nanoparticles as mortar [21] and a nacre-like alumina using aluminium borate as secondary phase [15], both 

prepared by a MASC (Magnetically Assisted Slip Casting) process. 

 

Figure 11 : Toughness at crack initiation KJ
0 as a function of bending strength of nacre-like alumina composites made with 

different mortar compositions. (Literature data [10], [15], [21]–[30] are taken from [9]). © (2021) R. Henry et al. 
(10.6084/m9.figshare.14994159) CC BY 4.0 license https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/. 

5. Conclusions 

Nacre-like composites were prepared from alumina platelets with a relatively simple process. Different 

compositions were tested, with and without a glass phase and alumina nanoparticles and with zirconia particles 

in monoclinic phase or stabilised in tetragonal phase. The direct use of FAST makes it possible to obtain a 

microstructure with the platelets oriented in a preferential direction. This anisotropy allows crack deviation to 

be generated in the tested specimens. 

The mechanical characterisation of all these composites shows that the reinforcement noted in R-curves is mainly 

driven by crack deflection along the platelet interfaces. The presence of glass or zirconia at the grain boundaries 

does not significantly influence this behaviour. 

Glass and nanoparticles, generally introduced to generate a weaker phase through which the crack propagates, 

seems to be mainly useful for improving the densification of the material, as the cracks are deflected even when 

the composite does not have this secondary phase. 

It has been shown that addition of zirconia is only beneficial for the mechanical properties when zirconia is in 

tetragonal phase, and that this phase is only present if stabilized zirconia is introduced (with Y2O3 here). When 

zirconia is in the tetragonal phase, it increases the strength of the material and slow down the growth of alumina 

grains during sintering. The composition of alumina platelets with tetragonal zirconia gives promising results in 

terms of fracture properties, and the absence of a glass phase makes it a potential candidate for higher 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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temperature applications, where creep resistance, for example, is often a critical property. Finally, the 

combination of glass, alumina nanoparticles and tetragonal zirconia allows to reach values of toughness at 

initiation and strength close to the best nacre-like alumina referenced in the literature but using a simpler shaping 

process.  
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